THE NEW GIRL—Sanguinetti

Errors in first edition—for consideration to be changed:

page 34, line 16: The Lord's Prayer should be consistent with the prayer on page 219—"Notre Père, qui êtes aux cœurs cieux."

page 44, line 24: should be Harriet Cannon, not Marion Cannon.

page 45, line 17: should be Harriet Cannon, not Marion Cannon.

page 52, line 19: Should be poster bed, not posted.

page 65, line 2: Should read (and Madame de Crèvecoeur), not Madame Crevécoeur.

page 70, line 13: Should be "but as she glanced, not and....

page 83, line 30: "It was a shock"... Should be a period after sentence, not comma.

page 223, line 15: should be "O God, help me now..." not "O God, help he now."

page 200, line 3—should be stood up, not stood up.

page 79, line 16: "Why in the world...." There should be a question mark at end of sentence.

page 17, line one: should read: Felicia saw that it was only... not: Felicia saw that is...."